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Will investors ever take fund 
governance seriously? 
There seems to be a consensus that standards of fund governance 
need to improve, but will this really happen? 

At events organised by The NED, and others, speakers are fond of 
highlighting some of the more egregious practices that occasionally occur 
in the business today. The general view is that these practices, such as 
directors taking on unlimited numbers of board positions, will soon be a 
thing of the past. But that isn’t necessarily the case.

Unless more traditional institutional investors, family offices, wealth 
managers and the like take a greater interest in fund governance matters 
managers with weak boards will not feel compelled to do anything to 
improve them. Fund managers, particularly alternative ones, have enough 
on their plate at the moment as it is. Why would they want to divert their 
attention, time and resources to governance issues if they don’t have to?

Alarmingly large numbers of managers complain that there are just not 
enough hours in the day to deal with all the regulatory demands coming 
their way whilst, at the same time, trying to run a business in stressful 
market conditions. For many of them a compliant board, populated 
by people that don’t cost them too much, if infinitely preferable to the 
opposite. 

Research* conducted by The NED’s parent, IFI Global with MPL, earlier 
this year suggests that many traditional institutional investors, such as 
pension funds, say that they are interested in improved standards of 
governance...
 Continued on page 2 >>

Cayman fund issues writ against 
HSBC Luxembourg’s CEO   
Mourant Ozannes, on behalf of the investors in the Primeo fund, has 
issued a writ in the Grand Court of Cayman against Nigel Fielding, CEO of 
HSBC Bank Luxembourg.

Primeo, a Madoff feeder fund now in liquidation, has issued the writ 
against Nigel Fielding alleging breach of duty, wilful neglect and/or wilful 
default as a director of the fund from August 2000 to October 2006.
 Continued on page 5 >>
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